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Sa Raja is a brand, spanking new winery based in northern

Sardinia whence originates some of the very best Vermentino. I

have to confess a personal interest here as Vermentino is one of

my favourite white grapes – in experienced hands it offers a

wonderful minerality coupled with delicate citrus flavours and a

distinct saline finish. This new discovery ticks every box and I am

really excited to see what else they have to offer in the future. In

the meantime, see what you think – I think you’ll like it!

T H I S  M O N T H ' S  W I N E S

Sa Raja vineyards.

Tabali vineyards.

Barely has the dust settled on the Spring Classics than the first of this year’s Grand Tours rears its head as Hungary hosts its

first ever Grand Tour stages and the Giro d’Italia kicks off in Budapest. “Wouldn’t it be wonderful,” I thought as I put this

month’s array of delicacies together, “to include a half litre of the most divine Tokaji to grace my lips, such that our

fabulous subscribers can sip this 2006 nectar as they follow the peloton around the streets of Budapest and the shores of

Lake Balaton.” And then I remembered the £66.50 per bottle price ticket and thought better of it but please don’t let that

stop you dropping by one of the stores to make a separate purchase, it is a wine of almost jaw-dropping beauty.

Anyway, on to May’s array of vinous treasures…………

 

 

Tabali Barranco Viognier 2018
High altitude Viognier from LImari Valley, Chile. Personally, I find a

lot of warm climate Viognier has a tendency towards excessive

richness and weight and a consequent loss of freshness and

finesse. At its best, it’s a varietal that offers wonderful, delicate,

stone fruit characters and, in my book, that’s what we are getting

here. The high altitude vineyards offer a wide range of

temperatures through the growing season with the warm days

giving way to much cooler nights and it this diurnal variance which

provides the fresh acidity and zip that lifts the flavours without

becoming clumsy.
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La Báscula is a really interesting project. In essence, Ed
Adams MW and South African winemaker Bruce Jack have
teamed up in Spain to produce a range of wines marrying
traditional, indigenous Spanish varieties with modern
winemaking. Their philosophy is to focus on small volumes and
really high quality as this exemplifies – a fruit forward,
traditional blend of Tempranillo, Garnacha and Graciano
lifted by 9 months in French and American oak.

May 2022 Classic Case

C O N N O L L Y ' S  W I N E  C L U B  S U B S C R I P T I O N

The picturesque town of Riquewihr in Alsace. 

Ed Adams MW and South African winemaker Bruce Jack.

Domaine des Tourelles was founded in 1868 by French
adventurer François-Eugène Brun and is one of the most
highly acclaimed and oldest wineries still operating in
Lebanon. It was also the first commercial cellar in 'modern'
Lebanon to produce wines, arak and other spirits. This
place has history! The Brun family owned and ran the winery
up until the last descendant died in 2003 but luckily two
local families - the Issa and Issa el-Khoury families - joined
forces to buy the property and continue the fine tradition of
winemaking.

Winemaker Faouzi Issa decided to revive single varietal
Cinsault thanks to the quality of fruit from a 60-year-old
vineyard located in Western Bekaa. Indigenous yeast
fermentation followed by ageing for 1 year in concrete and
a further 6 months in used French oak barrels ensures the
ripe, exotic fruit retains purity with a softening of the
tannins. The result is a supple wine which reflects the terroir
of the Bekaa Valley, with an exotic mix of ripe fig, bright
red cherry and plum fruit with star anise spice. The first
vintage was released to great acclaim becoming Jancis
Robinson’s first ever Lebanese wine of the week.

Mind maps interpreted in a wine label.

Casa Benasal EleDomaine des Tourelles,
Vielles Vignes Cinsault 2019

With a pedigree that dates back to the 17th century, Maison

Hugel holds legendary status within the pretty town of

Riquewihr in the heart of Alsace. Still very much a family

business, their yellow labels feature on the shelves of top

wine merchants across the globe and, as a family, we have

been listing them since the 1930s.

This is a classic dry Muscat - perfectly dry and crisp yet

aromatic, a great match with asparagus and smoked fish.

Fruit forward grape flavour with blossom and floral tones on

the palate. Its intensity will withstand a certain amount of

chilling so don’t be afraid to serve it a degree or two colder

than you might for heavier whites as it makes a fabulously

refreshing aperitif.

Hugel Dry Muscat 2018

La Bascula “The Charge” Rioja 2019

Smalltown Vineyards, The Songlines Garnacha 2019
Boldly flavoured Grenache from Gomersal in the Barossa. Bursting with

pure fruit, this sees no oak but bathes the palate in cranberry,

pomegranate and raspberry flavours.

The idea behind the label is as follows:

“The ancient peoples of Australia navigated the vast emptiness of the

continent using mind maps; instructions remembered in song and

passed down the generations. A kind of pre-GPS TomTom. This enticing

wine celebrates this near-lost tradition and the Barossa’s well-trodden

red earth in its deep, warbling fruit, a very song of the soil.”

It’s an interesting concept but frankly, the only songline in my head

currently belongs to Jimmy Somerville and Bronksi Beat.


